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ON STABILIZATION OF THE STEADY STATE ROTATIONS OF A RIGID BODY* 

N.G. APYKHTIN 

Theorems on stabilization of nonperturbed motion /l/ are used to construct the 
COntrOl mOmf?ntS ensuring the stability of optimal stabilization of the steady state 
rotations of a rigid body. 
The stability of permanent axes of a rigid body in a central Newtonian force field 
was investigated in /2,3/. In the case of motion of a body in force fields more 
general than the central Newtonian field, the set of permanent axes was determined 
in /4/ and its stability studied in /5/. 
Since the system in question is conservative, the steady state rotations are non- 
asymptotically stable. Their asymptotic stability can be ensured by meansofcontrol 
moments applied to the principal axes of inertia of the rigid body duringitsmotion. 
In particular, a possibility of stabilizing the motion of a rigid body by means of 
pendulums was shown in /6/. 

Let a rigid body with principal moments of inertia denoted by A,B and C and the center 
of mass at the point (x,,y,,z,) of a coordinate system the axes of which are directed alongthe 
principal axes of inertia of the body, move in a force field admitting a force function u(y,, 
ya, ~3) where vi are the direction cosines of the permanent axis in the coordinate system at- 
tached to the body. Then the Euler-Poisson equations have a particular solution p = dl,q = 
4, r = cd,, yi = li, where p,q and r are the projections of the vector of instantaneous 
angular velocity of rotation of the body on the coordinate axes shown above and w, Zi, are 
constants. 

The equations of perturbed motion in the presence of control moments ~1, uz and uQ about 
the principal axes of inertia, with cFUldyi. ayj(i # j), have the form /4/ 

Ami = (B - C) m (&A + GA f (&zz - ~30) YZ -(&a, - (1) 
u&y, + (B - C)s,s, + (uzz - G)Y,Y, f Au, + a(A-+B -+C, 1 -+2 +3) 

Y1' = -492 + 49, + 4Y2 - h/8 + WA -w/s 
au aw 

uio=ayi7 
4i=ayi27 yi=li 

Here 21 and yi denote the values of the perturbations in the quantities p, q, r and yi respect- 
ively, and s denote the terms of the third and higher orders of smallness relative to the 
perturbations yi(i = 1, 2, 3). 

The equations which have not been written out are obtained by circular transposition of 
the letters and indices shown in brackets. In the case when the control moments are absent, 
i.e. ui E 0, equations (1) have the following function as their first integral /5/ 

V = AxI + Bx2t + Cx2, - 201 (Ay,zl i- Bs,y, -I- Cx,y,) + (2) 

(A - %l) !?I + @ - 4Y2 + @ - 4Y32 -I- f (Yl, Y,, Ys) 
h = Ad - ul,ll-’ = Bd - uzaZa-’ = Co2 - ZL&-~ 

where f (~1, Y,, y3) are forms of the third and higher orders with respect to the perturbations 
Yf. 

In the absence of the control moments ui(i = 1, 2, 3)the form (2) forthe stablesteadystate 
rotations is a positive definite function of the variables xi and yi, and its derivative cal- 
culated by virtue of the equations of perturbed motion, is equal to zero /5/. 

If, on the other hand, the moments ui act along the principal axes of inertia of the 

rigid body, then the form (2) is no longer the integral of the equations of perturbed motion 
(1) and its derivative computed by virtue of these equations is equal to 

v‘= 
z * 

ui -$- = “A (x1 - coy&, + 2B (~2 - oy?) IL,+ 2C (~3 - my,) ua 

We note that in the perturbed motion (xi +O, yi #O) the relations~~ # oy[(i = i,2, 3)hold 
for the permanent axis under investigation. Indeed, since the quantities xi represent the 
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perturbed values of the projections of the vector of instantaneous mgUkr Velocity On the 

principal axes of inertia of the rigid body and the quantities Y, are the perturbed values of 
the direction cosines of the permanent axis relative to the principal axes of inertia Of the 

body, the latter rotating about the permanent axis with a constant angular VelOCity 0, it 

follows that the relations xi = oyi; hold only in the case of anunperturbed motion, i.e. x1 = 

oyi when xi= yi = 0. In other words, when 31 = OYi, then the equations of perturbed motion 

contain no complete trajectories /l/. This enables us to arrive at the following conclusion. 
If the control moments are chosen in the form 

2u* = --a* (51 - oy*) (i = 1, 2,3) 

where ai are positive constants, then the derivative of the function (2) 

v' = --a,A (xl - OY~)~ - a, B (+ - oyJB - a& (z8 - coy,)* 

computed by virtue of the equations ofperturbed motion (l), will be a negative definite func- 
tion of the variables Xi and yi, and the steady state rotations of the rigid body will be 
asymptotically stable in accordance with the Liapunov theorem of asymptotic stability. 

Let us now pose the problem of optimal stabilization of the steady state rotations of a 
rigid body. We shall find such control moments ui, which will ensure the asymptotic stabil- 
ity of the unperturbed motion zi = Yi = 0 and a minimum of the functional 

J =2! (UiP? + 2Bii5iYi + YiiY? + &a) dt (3) 
0 

where the integrand expression is a positive definite function of the variables xi, yi and ut. 
Let US consider, in accordance with the theorem of optimal stabilization/l/, thepositive 

definite function 
v' = x (CiJsixJ +dijytyj f eiJwj) (4) 

where CiJg d,J ma eiJ are constants , and demand that its total derivative computed by virtue of 
the equations of perturbed motion (1) be equal to the integrand expression of the functional 
(3), i.e. that the relation 

B [(cijzj + eGYj)%'+ (GjYj + e*jxJ Yi'] =- 2 (aid f WiiWj + YiiYi’ + Qia) (5) 

where .rir yi(i = 1,2, 3)are found from the equations (l), holds. 
According to the theorem of optimal stabilization, the sum of the left- and right- hand 

parts of (5) is smallest when the controls are optimal , ma this leads to the following equa- 
tions for determining the control moments: 

c azi’ Ccijxj + eijYj) F 
+ 26iU.c = x (CijXj + ecjyj) + 26iUi = O 

The above equations yield the control moments acting along the principal axes of inertia 
of the rigid body in perturbed state, as linear functions of the perturbations 

26iui = 2 (CiJxj + e,JyJ) (i = i, 2, 3) (6) 

Substituting the values of the control moments (6) into (5) and equating the coefficients ac- 
companying the same products of the perturbations xi and yl in both sides of the equations (51, 
we obtain a linear system of equations for determining the coefficients of the quadratic form 
(4). The problem of solvability of the system remains however open. Moreover, after solving 
this problem in a positive manner, we must check the conditions under which the function (4) 
will be positive definite. We can however establish the existence of a positive definitefunc- 
tion which solves the problem of optimal stabilization of the steady state rotations of a 
rigid body, by considering the form (2) and the functional 

J=J [A%;'(s -tiy~)'+ Ba6;‘(xs---ys)a + CaK1(xs - my#+ &UP -I- Bausa + 6,tQ]dt (7) 
0 

The optimal moments along the principal axes of inertia of the rigid body stabilizingthe 
steady state rotations of this body and minimizing at the same time the functional (7), should 
be chosen in the form 

&uI = -A (xl - coy,), t&u, = -B (0) - coy%), 6,u, = -C (x8 - WY,) 

We note that the optimal stabilization of the steady state rotations of a rigid body can be 
carried out using the first order approximation /I/. 
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